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Disk Manager software is a multi-feature, disk
checking utility for Windows 7/XP/Vista/NT.
It allows you to check the status of all drives

on the computer, check and repair the partition
table of hard drives. It supports all versions of

Windows OS from Windows
95/98/ME/2000/XP/Vista/NT 4.0. It is

freeware. Main features of Disk Manager:
Analyse and monitor the health and status of
all hard disks on the computer. View volume
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information including the manufacturer,
model, size, serial number, and the amount of
available free space on the hard disk. Identify
the size of each partition, the file system, and

the total capacity. Verify the label of the drive,
file system, and the volume itself. Read drive
statistics including read, write and seek errors;
the value, threshold, worst, RAW, and status

of the read error rate, spintime, and spin count.
Verify the health and status of the hard disk,

such as temperature, and S.M.A.R.T. attributes
including bad blocks, power on hours, power
off hours, reallocated sectors, and drive life
time. Check and repair the partition table of

the hard disk, according to size and quality of
the information. Check the value of the BIOS
battery; the time and date; the power source.
Backup, restore and clone all types of data

including: text, audio, video, graphic, software,
folder, and hard drive contents. Read and write
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partitions in the computer. Highlight the
problem area of the partition table to repair the

broken partition. Defrag the hard disk using
the different methods of fragmentation. Repair

bad sectors and marks on the hard disk.
Manage and increase the size of the hard disk

partition. Split and merge partitions on the
hard drive. Checks and repairs the physical
sector, volume, file system, and label of the
hard drive. Scan and repair your hard drive.

Set time interval to check and report the
errors. Check the disk performance. Queries
the system BIOS such as hardware addresses,
computer and drive information. Fix critical
errors to prevent hard drive failure. Check

Disk (Chkdsk) and SCSI Disk (chsksrv.exe)
commands to check the system disk drive.
Create new disks and partitions, including

resizing or moving an existing disk or
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KEYMACRO is a stand-alone keystroke
macro recorder and clipboard manager for
Windows. Its features include recording all

your shortcut keys in Clipboard, one-key copy
of selected text, all buttons of your mouse,

Windows and Mac global hotkeys, as well as
a... DaVinci Resolve 14 Basic Beta 3 DaVinci
Resolve 14 Basic Beta 3 Description: DaVinci
Resolve is the newest all-in-one color grading
software, now up to version 14. With a user

interface that is very similar to popular editing
applications like Adobe Premier Pro or Avid

Media Composer, DaVinci Resolve does more
than just color correct footage. It allows for a

very rich editing experience, including
trimming, cross cutting, chroma keying, color

grading and more. It features an advanced
image and audio workspace, includes an
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extensive collection of effects and tools, a
powerful media management library, and a full

complement of NLE tools, including a time
remapping module, as well as an advanced

performance monitoring system. Whether you
are a beginner or an advanced professional,
DaVinci Resolve is the perfect tool for your
workflow and deserves to be one of the first

NLE's you reach for. Key Features - Run your
media through the DAF using its powerful

media management system for the most
intuitive way to work - Advanced Color

Grading: Use the complete palette of common
editing tools and effects to get exactly the look

you want - An advanced image and audio
workspace that features a powerful

performance monitoring system to keep track
of your workflow - Full-featured audio and
video editor: Improve your tracks with the

DAF's audio and video editing tools, including
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trimming, cross-cutting, chroma keying and
audio effects - Edit and manage media in the
DAF and the NLE side by side: Work on the

same media in both the DAF and the NLE side
by side Baby Face Baby Face Description:
Baby Face is a traditional 2D shoot 'em up

game. It features 17 kinds of weapon, and the
ship and its shooting power depend on the size
and color of the weapons. Eight kinds of gems

can be collected by shooting all kinds of
enemies. Each gem represents a level with lots
of diamonds. The size of the diamonds which

appear in each level has a corresponding effect
on the shooting power of the ship. The higher
the level, the more powerful the ship is. After

reaching the goal line, the level is over
80eaf3aba8
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• Simple and easy-to-use interface • Detailed
S.M.A.R.T. attributes • Set up to receive
notifications about critical conditions •
Manage drives, hot-plug and hot-remove
drives, and hot-insert drives • Protect against
data loss and alert you to data integrity
problems • Graphical alerts • Analysis of the
volume identifier, file system and partition
tables • Delete and backup partitions to
recover data • Read and write data, check
volumes, metadata, encrypt partitions, create
boot disks • Help to fix problems and recover
data • Log all events and warnings • Push
notifications on critical conditions • Extensive
logging and reports • Possibility to exchange e-
mail alerts with customers or colleagues •
Automatically shutdown and restart the system
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• Support for Windows NT, 2000, XP and
Vista • System tray icon SysInfoTools
Description: All the tools included in
SysInfoTools allow you to manage and display
all the information of your system.
SysInfoTools is the best computer information
tool for both windows and Linux systems. You
can manage the IP Address, CPU, memory and
HDD details. You can also get information
about your network connections and installed
software. The tool includes drivers, drivers
updated, and hardware statistics. SysInfoTools
has also a network tool that allows you to view
the information of your network devices. You
can also manage the files, folders, network
shares and printer connections. SysInfoTools
has also the capability to check the error and
file details of your hard disk. The error list and
the file list is also available for further
analysis. The error list of your hard disk gives
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you a list of all the errors of your hard disk.
You can get information about the bad sectors
of your hard disk. You can also delete and
restore files of your hard disk. You can also
recover deleted files. Other features of
SysInfoTools includes network adapter
information. You can view all the connected
devices. You can also check the IP address and
get the MAC address. You can also manage
the IP addresses and NICs and the DNS
servers. You can also view the DNS servers
and the IP address details. You can also
manage the printers and network shares.
SysInfoTools has also a music player tool. You
can play the music files and manage the songs
and playlists. SysInfoTools has the capability
to schedule the tasks for later execution. You
can set the dates, time and interval

What's New In HDDlife Pro?
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HDDlife Pro is a simple and lightweight app
that can help you understand the health status
of your hard disk drives (HDDs). It provides
system administrators and general computer
users with information about the status of the
hard disk drives, their capacities, and
important features. With the help of this
utility, you can verify the disk capacity in
order to determine if it will be enough for your
system needs. Moreover, this app will help you
clean up any unused or useless files that are
occupying the disk space. Also, it provides you
with a simple way to manage and monitor your
hard disk drives. Key features: Check the
health status of your hard disk drives. Monitor
hard disk drive temperature, verify the
capacity of the drives, and determine if the
capacity is adequate for the system needs.
View important information about a hard disk
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drive, such as the number of logical disk
volumes, access time, available space, and
more. Clear out any free space, unused files, or
temporary files on your hard disk drives.
Protect your hard disk drives from possible
damage and accidental deletion with the help
of S.M.A.R.T. data and protection options.
Customize the display and color scheme of
HDDlife Pro using a simple tool. Send alerts to
an email address or a remote computer, play
sound, or put the computer to sleep, hibernate,
or power off. Check the hard disk drive
temperature and set the thresholds for warning.
Specify a file on the USB flash drive as a
protection file. In addition to the features that
were previously mentioned, HDDlife Pro
supports Windows 32/64 Bit version. Also, the
software is completely portable, so you can
transfer it to another computer and use it
anywhere. Screenshot: HDDlife Pro is a
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simple and lightweight app that can help you
understand the health status of your hard disk
drives (HDDs). It provides system
administrators and general computer users
with information about the status of the hard
disk drives, their capacities, and important
features. With the help of this utility, you can
verify the disk capacity in order to determine
if it will be enough for your system needs.
Moreover, this app will help you clean up any
unused or useless files that are occupying the
disk space. Also, it provides you with a simple
way to manage and monitor your hard disk
drives. Key features: Check the health status of
your hard disk drives. Monitor hard disk drive
temperature, verify the capacity of the drives,
and determine if the capacity is adequate for
the system needs. View important information
about a hard disk drive, such as the number of
logical disk volumes, access time, available
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space, and more. Clear out any free space,
unused files, or temporary files on your hard
disk drives. Protect your hard disk drives from
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System Requirements For HDDlife Pro:

Mac OS X 10.8.4 or later. Mac OS X 10.7 or
later (PowerPC only) Minimum of 1GB of
RAM 2GB of RAM or more recommended
512MB of system RAM 512MB of RAM or
more recommended 3GB of VRAM (3072MB
or more recommended) 1.2GB (or more) of
available hard drive space Quad-core Intel
Core i3, i5, or i7 processor or later
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